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OMNM 
 
N qhis is the response of the cinancial iaw Committee of the City of 

iondon iaw pociety to the Consultation maper issued on NO jarch OMNM 

by the aepartment for Business fnnovation and pkills on the registration 

of charges created by companies and limited liability partnershipsK 

O fnformation about the City of iondon iaw pociety and the working party 

of its cinancial iaw Committee which produced this response is 

contained in the AnnexureK 

P qhe consultation concerns laws throughout the rhI but our comments 

are restricted to bnglish lawK 

prMMAov 

Q Before commenting on the specific questions raised in the Consultation 

maperI it might be helpful to explain the principles which have guided us 

in answering those questionsK  lur answers are based on our 

experience of the way in which the registration of company charges 

works in practiceK  

R qhere are four main principles which underlie our response to the 

Consultation maperW 

· All charges created by bnglish companies should be registrable 

unless registration is exempted by other legislationK 

· Charges should be able to be registered by sending the charge 

document to the oegistrar of Companies electronicallyK 
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· cailure to register within ON days should render the security created 

by the charge voidK 

· qhe registration of charges created by overseas companies should 

be regulated by the law of their place of incorporationK 

oegistrable charges 

S te consider that all charges created by bnglish companies should be 

registrable unless registration is exempted by other legislationI such as 

that concerning financial collateral arrangements or charges given in 

favour of central banks Eas provided by section ORO of the Banking Act 

OMM9FK 

T te say this because we believe that the registration requirement 

provides great practical benefits to creditors and other persons dealing 

with companiesI and we can see no logical or practical reason to restrict 

this benefit to particular types of chargeI as is the case under the current 

lawK 

U ff there are to be any other exceptions to the principle of registrationI it 

should be on the basis that there is a real practical reason why 

registration of a particular type of charge should not be requiredK 

9 As under the present lawI we consider that the registration requirement 

should only apply to charges EwhichI for this purposeI includes 

mortgagesFI and not to pledges or contractual liens or to soJcalled 

“quasiJsecurity”NK 

Method of registration 

NM lur practical experience of registration of charges leads us to believe 

that the current system by which charges are registered is unnecessarily 

timeJconsumingI cumbersome and expensiveK 

                                            
N then we use the expression “charge” in the rest of this paperI we mean a charge in the sense used in the current 
companies legislation J ie a mortgage or chargeK  qhe reasons why we would not extend the registration requirement 
beyond charges in this sense are explained in our comments on the previous iaw Commission proposalsK   
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NN ff the chargee were able to send the charge document to the oegistrar of 

Companies electronicallyI on the basis that it is then immediately loaded 

on to the company’s fileI we believe this would have the following 

significant benefitsW 

· ft would speed up the process of registrationK 

· ft would obviate the necessity to produce particulars of the charge 

whichI in our experienceI is a timeJconsuming and costly exerciseK 

· qhe chargee would be certain that the charge could not be set 

aside on the basis that the particulars do not actually reflect the 

chargeK 

· qhose searching the register would be able to see the whole 

chargeI rather than just edited Eand potentially misleadingF extracts 

from itK 

· qhe oegistrar of Companies would no longer have to compare the 

particulars with the charge J he would simply have to register the 

charge document sent to him and confirm the time and date of 

receiptK 

The effect of nonJregistration 

NO te believe that failure to register within ON days should render the 

security created by the charge voidK 

NP At presentI the security is only void in insolvency proceedings and 

against secured creditorsKO  ft is not void against other persons Esuch as 

purchasersF who acquire a proprietary interest in the charged assets J a 

distinction which we find it impossible to justifyK  qhe current law also 

gives connected lenders the ability to take security without registration 

and enforce it before an insolvency to the detriment of other creditorsK  

                                            
O qhe legislation states that an unregistered charge is void against “any creditor of the company”I but in practice an 
unsecured creditor cannot challenge its validity if the company is not in insolvency proceedingsW oe Ehrmann 
Brothers xN9MS] O Ch S9TK 
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NQ te therefore consider thatI if the charge is not registered within the ON 

day periodI the proprietary interest created by the charge should be voidK  

qhe personal obligations of the chargor to the chargee under the charge 

should continue to be effectiveK 

lverseas companies 

NR qhe majority of our Committee consider that the time has come to 

abolish the requirement for the registration of charges created by 

overseas companiesK  qhe extent of any registration requirement shouldI 

in their opinionI be a matter for the law of the place of incorporation of 

the chargorK  qhe rest of our Committee believes that such a change 

should only be effected following wider consultationK   

NS qhe Committee is unanimously of the view thatI if this requirement is to 

be retainedI it should be limited to charges over assets which can clearly 

be established to be situated in the rhK 

ClMMbNTAov lN Teb nrbpTflNp ANa molmlpAip 

nuestion NKA 

NT te can see that it would be desirableI where practicableI for the same 

rules to apply throughout the rhK  ButI in view of the very different 

property laws existing in pcotland from the rest of the rhI this may not 

be easy to achieveK  fn our viewI the most important consideration from 

the point of view of bnglish law is to ensure that the rules in bngland are 

clear and simpleK  ft would be unfortunate if the effect of trying to coJ

ordinate the position with pcotland was to create more complexity than 

would otherwise be requiredK 

mroposal A 

NU te agree that any charge created by a rh company should be 

registrable unless specifically excludedK 
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N9 qhe current lawI under which only certain categories of charge are 

registrableI is impossible to justifyI whether as a matter of logic or of 

practicalityK 

OM te believe that the legislation should be expressed to exclude financial 

collateral arrangements Ewhether under the cinancial Collateral 

Arrangements EkoK OF oegulations or regulations made under 

section ORR of the Banking Act OMM9F and security given to central 

banksK  te appreciate that this would be the case in any eventI because 

they are excluded by other legislationK  But we think that it would be 

potentially misleading if the new legislation did not specifically refer to 

them and also generally to the possibility of other overriding exclusionsI 

whether under community law or otherwiseK 

ON te can see no purpose in requiring the registration of a charge created 

by a corporate trustee over trust property Ean issue which is discussed in 

paragraph ON of the Consultation maperFK  fn this respect we disagree 

with the recommendations of the Cio and the iaw CommissionK  

oegistration shouldI in our viewI only be required where the company 

concerned has a beneficial interest in the assets which are chargedK  

qhis is because the trust assets would not form part of the insolvency 

estate of the corporate trustee and there is no reason why the creditors 

of that company need be made aware of such a chargeK 
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mroposal B 

OO fn our viewI iloyd’s trust deeds should only be excluded from the 

registration requirement if it can be demonstrated that there is a clear 

practical problem with requiring registrationK  te understand that a large 

number of charges do have to be registered by iloyd’sI and that may be 

a reason for excluding them from the registration requirement if there is 

a general understanding in the market that iloyd’s does have security 

over these assetsK  ft is not clear to us why iloyd’s deposit trust deeds 

and iloyd’s security and trust deeds are to be registrableI whereas other 

iloyd’s trust deeds are notK 

nuestion NKB 

OP Charges which are not currently registrable would require registration as 

a result of the proposed changesI but we do not consider that this would 

make a material difference in practiceK  qhe practice is to register all 

charges created by bnglish companies even if they do not clearly fall 

within the ambit of the current legislationI unless there is a specific 

statutory disapplication of the registration requirement on which the 

chargee can confidently relyK  fn practiceI thereforeI we do not consider 

that the change to the law will be problematicK 

nuestion NKC 

OQ te agree that the requirement to register should not apply to floating 

charges Eincluding fixed charges which are recharacterised as floatingPF 

over financial collateralI but we think that this aspect would better be 

dealt with in the context of the general reform of the laws applicable to 

financial collateral arrangementsI rather than specifically in the 

legislation made under the Companies ActK 

nuestion NKa 

                                            
P qhe reference to ?a charge created as a floating charge? in the definition of ?security interest? in the cinancial 
Collateral Arrangements EkoK OF oegulations OMMP is unfortunate as it may not encompass a charge created as a 
fixed charge which is recharacterised as a floating chargeK 
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OR te are strongly of the view that there should be no requirement to 

register the crystallisation of a floating chargeK 

OS fn most casesI floating charges are crystallised by the appointment of an 

administrator or an administrative receiverI in which event notice of the 

appointment is required to be given under the current lawK  te see no 

practical merit in requiring the registration of other events which 

crystallise floating chargesI particularly because they rarely occur in 

practiceK  

OT qhe justification for registering appointments of administrators and 

administrative receivers is the fact that a new person has taken over the 

management of the company from the directorsK  qhe effect of the 

crystallisation of a floating charge without the appointment of an 

administrator or an administrative receiver is simply that some or all of 

the company’s assets are now the subject of a fixedI rather than a 

floatingI charge; and we cannot see why this fact Ewhich does not create 

new securityF should require to be registered in relation to a charge 

whichI as createdI was a floating chargeK   fndeedI in some instancesI 

the chargee would have no means of knowing within any time limit that 

might be prescribed that automatic crystallisation had occurredK  

OU fn practiceI if the chargee does not in fact terminate the authority of the 

directors to deal with the chargor’s assets in the ordinary course of 

business through the appointment of an administrator or administrative 

receiverI the charged assets will continue to be disposed of free from the 

crystallised interestK  qhis is because Eas against third partiesFI the 

chargor retains the ostensible authority to do soK  oegistration of an 

event other than the appointment of an administrator or administrative 

receiver will notI by itselfI terminate the chargor’s de facto management 

of the charged assets and its ability to dispose of the assets to third 

parties free from the crystallised interest of the chargeeK  qhis 

fundamental factI coupled with other disadvantages of “automatic 

crystallisation” clausesI has in our experience resulted in a marked 
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decrease in their use in recent years or a narrow confinement of their 

scopeK 

O9 fn summaryI we cannot see that this requirement would achieve any 

practical benefit and may inadvertently create legal uncertainty whereI 

notwithstanding a registered crystallisationI the chargee has left the 

directors with dayJtoJday control of the chargorDs businessK 

mroposal C 

PM te agree that the requirement to register existing charges on property 

acquired by the company should be abolishedK  ff a company obtains an 

asset which is subject to an existing chargeI its interest in that asset is 

limitedI but it does not itself create a chargeK  fn our viewI only charges 

created by the company should be registrableK 

nuestion NKb 

PN te consider that the ON day time limit for registration should be retainedK 

PO fn our viewI it is essential to the registration system that there should be 

a time limit within which registration should be requiredI and that the 

security should be void if that requirement is not metK  qhis is the most 

practical way in which the requirement to register can be given teethK  

nuestion NKc 

PP te cannot see how the requirement to register could be safeguarded if 

the time limit were abolishedK  ft is far betterI in our viewI to have a 

simple requirement for registration within ON days rather than complex 

legislation dealing with the problems caused by the abolition of the 

requirementK 

nuestion NKd 

PQ te are not aware of cases in which a third party has suffered from a 

conclusive certificate having been issued in circumstances where it 

should not have beenK  fn our experienceI persons dealing with 
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companies who are concerned with the precise scope of a charge will 

ask to see the charge document; andI if they are proposing to enter into 

a transaction with the companyI it is of course in the company’s interests 

to comply with that requestK  kot to provide details of existing charges in 

the context of raising money would lay management of the chargor open 

to fraud chargesI so company management already has an incentive to 

disclose charges in answer to a request from a prospective financier Eor 

purchaser of potentially charged assetsF regardless of whether a charge 

has yet appeared on the public registerK 

PR po we do not consider that this is a problem in practiceK  But we can see 

that it is undesirableI and the simplest way to deal with it is to require the 

electronic registration of the charge document itselfI so that those 

dealing with the company can read the document and do not have to rely 

on registered particularsK 

mroposal a 

PS te can see the merit in defining the date of creation of a chargeK  te 

broadly agree with the proposal as far as bnglish law is concernedI 

although it would be necessary to consider the detail if this proposal 

were to be adoptedK 

mroposal b 

PT fn our viewI the proprietary interest created by a registrable charge 

should be void if the charge is not registered within ON days of its 

creationK  ft should therefore be ineffective against anyone who acquires 

a proprietary interest in the asset concernedI whether or not that person 

has notice of the unregistered chargeI as well as against the company’s 

insolvency officersK  

PU qhe reason for this is that we consider that the best way to ensure that 

charges are registered is for the sanction for failure to be the invalidity of 

the security created by the charge; and we can see no reason why a 

purchaser or other third party dealing with the company or an execution 
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creditor should be in any different position from a subsequent 

mortgageeK  rnder the current lawIQ a subsequent mortgagee takes free 

of an unregistered charge whether or not he is aware of itI and we 

believe this principle should apply to everyone dealing with the companyK 

P9 fn our viewI thereforeI mroposal b is too narrowK  ft would only make the 

charge invalid in an insolvency proceeding or against an execution 

creditorK  ln the face of itI this would limit the current lawK  te would 

extend the invalidityI not reduce itK 

nuestion NKe 

QM te do not believe it is necessary for the Act to provide for the case 

where insolvency proceedings are begun ON days or less after the 

creation of the chargeK  ft is notI in our viewI a material issue in practice 

and we do not believe that it is sufficiently important to be legislated for 

specificallyK 

QN te would addI in relation to paragraph QR of the Consultation maperI 

that the current rule that the secured obligations become repayable if the 

charge is not registered within ON days a potentially useful protection for 

chargeesI although it would be preferable if the secured obligations were 

to become payable at the instance of the chargeeI rather than 

automaticallyK  ff the parties intended a charge to be created andI by 

inadvertenceI it was notI it is important that a new charge should be 

created as soon as possible and then registeredK  qhat is what the 

parties had agreedI and the principle that the secured obligations are 

repayable at the instance of the creditor is an incentive for the chargor to 

coJoperate in creating the new chargeK 

nuestion NKf 

QO te consider that a buyer of property subject to an unregistered charge 

should always take free of itK  As we say in our answer to mroposal bI we 

                                            
Q  oe Monolithic Building Co xN9NR] N Ch SQPK 
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can see no justification for treating purchasers differently from 

mortgagees in this contextK  

mroposal c 

QP qhis proposal seems to us to be essentially concerned with prioritiesK  

rnder the current lawIR whether or not a person has notice of a 

registered charge depends on whetherI in the circumstances of the 

transaction in which he is involvedI he ought reasonably to have 

searched the registerK  As a testI that lacks a little in certainty butI in our 

viewI it produces a perfectly fair resultK 

QQ te support mroposal cEiFK  fn our viewI a chargee ought to search the 

register and this proposal simply acknowledges that factK  ff this proposal 

is adoptedI it will be necessary to deal with the case where the chargee 

is taking a charge which does not require to be registered Efor instanceI 

under a financial collateral arrangementFK  ff a chargee is not taking a 

registrable chargeI it is arguable thatI under the cinancial Collateral 

airectiveI he should not be required to search the register because this 

would remove one of the intended benefits of his exclusion from the 

registration regimeK 

QR te have more of a concern about mroposal cEiiFK  fn some casesI other 

persons dealing with the company ought to search the registerK  A 

purchaser of a material asset for a substantial amount of money 

probably ought to search the registerI whereas a purchaser of a small 

asset for an insignificant amount of money probably should notK  te 

therefore think it is inappropriate to say that noJone other than a chargee 

should be taken to have notice of a registered chargeK  te can see no 

real alternative to stating the principle under the current law J which is 

that whether or not notice is obtained by someone other than a chargee 

depends on whetherI in the circumstancesI that person ought reasonably 

to have searched the registerK 

mroposal d 
                                            
R tilson v helland [N9NM] 2 Ch PMS; iingardDs Bank pecurity aocumentation, courth Edition, paragraph 9KNSK 
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QS fn our viewI chargees should be able to register the charge document 

electronicallyI rather than send in particulars of the chargeI although we 

appreciate that particulars will still be required in relation to oral charges 

Ewhich areI of courseI extremely rareFI and may also be appropriate as 

an alternative for a chargee who wishes to use themK 

QT te have concerns in relation to EeFI EfF and EgF of mroposal dK  

QU As far as EeF is concernedI the real problem with identifying classes of 

property charged is that in practice secured transactions do not always 

fall within neat categoriesK  cor instanceI a charge over a tangible asset 

may very well extend to intangibles EeKgK a charge on investment 

property is likely to extend to the rent emanating from the propertyFK  fn 

additionI the property may change in character EeKgK a charge on book 

debts is likely to extend to the proceeds of the book debtsFK  qo try to fit 

the types of transaction which occur in practice into preJordained 

categories isI in our opinionI doomed to failureK 

Q9 qhe most practical option would be to allow the chargee to tick one of 

two boxes J either “all assets” or “some assets”K  ff it ticked the “some 

assets” boxI we appreciate that this would not be particularly helpful from 

the point of view of a person searching the registerI but it would at least 

put that person on notice of the existence of a charge and he would then 

be able to obtain a copy of the charge from the companyK  Elf courseI if 

our suggestion to register the charge electronically is acceptedI a copy 

of the charge would in any event appear on the registerKF 

RM qhe problem with requiring any greater degree of particularity in the 

nature of the charged assets is the difficulty of shoeJhorning charges into 

particular categoriesK  qo do this would be to run the risk of misleading 

those dealing with the company and would also expose the chargee to 

the risk of the charge being ineffective as regards certain classes of 

assets if they were not mentionedK 

RN As far as EfF is concernedI we can see no reason why there needs to be 

any mention of afterJacquired propertyK  
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RO As far as EgF is concernedI we can see no reason to require the 

statement as to whether there is an automatic crystallisation clauseK  As 

to the negative pledgeI the advantage of making the negative pledge a 

prescribed particular is that it is then much easier to establish that a 

person dealing with the company has obtained constructive notice of itK  

ButI if there is a requirement to state the negative pledgeI it is important 

that failure to do so should not render the charge void J the issue is 

solely one of priorityK  qhe alternative approach would be to make it open 

to a chargee to describe the negative pledgeI but that it should not be 

compulsory to do soK 

nuestion OKA 

RP qhe first part of this question has already been answered in our answer 

to mroposal dK  qhere is no other information we consider should be 

requiredK 

mroposals e and f 

RQ qhe problem with mroposal e is the difficultyI discussed in our answer to 

mroposal dI of clearly categorising the scope of a particular charge by 

reference to preJordained criteriaK  fn practiceI it often becomes a 

question of trying to fit round pegs into square holesK 

RR qhe same problem arises in relation to the certification by the oegistrar 

of the classes of charged propertyK 
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nuestion OKB 

RS nuite apart from its importance at the iand oegistryI we consider that 

the conclusive certificate is a very important part of the registration 

processK  then the registration process was first established in N9MMI it 

was recognised that the sanction of invalidity required to be balanced by 

a process by which a chargee could be clear that its charge was validKS  

qhe conclusive certificate of registration is the quid pro quo for  the  

sanction of invalidityK  fn secured transactionsI certainty is of paramount 

importanceK  ft is far better for the issue to be checked at the time the 

charge is created than for litigation to take place years later about 

matters which happened long agoK  

RT fn our viewI thereforeI it is essential that the oegistrar should be able to 

confirm that the charge which has been created is validK  ff our proposal 

for the electronic registration of the charge document is acceptedI it 

makes it much easier for the oegistrar to do thisK 

nuestion OKC 

RU qhe note entered by the iand oegistry would amount to a defect in the 

title of the chargee and in our view would therefore be unacceptable to 

chargees and those dealing with themK qhe iand oegistration Act OMMO 

Esection ROF provides an assumption in favour of a purchaser Eor other 

disponeeF that a registered chargee has full powers of dispositionI but 

this is subject to any entry in the land register to the contraryI as this 

would beK  qhe note would trigger the need for additional enquiries and 

investigations on the part of a potential purchaser Eor other disponeeF J 

for example on a transfer of the charge or a sale of the property under 

the chargee’s power of sale J to ensure that the chargee has good title to 

enter into the proposed transactionK  thile the iand oegistry already 

has the right to enter such a note on the register when evidence of 

registration at Companies eouse is not producedI in our experience 

such entries are rare in practiceK 

                                            
S pee the judgment of Atkin ig in kational mrovincial v Charnley xN9OQ] N hB QPNI QRPK 
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R9 qhe additional title investigations would be particularly onerous in the 

case of a multiple transactionI such as a sale of a portfolio of chargesI or 

a mortgageJbacked securitisationK 

SM fn additionI unless and until the conclusive certificate is produced to the 

iand oegistryI the note would presumably remain on the land register 

even after the registration of the initial disposition from the chargeeK ff 

that is soI the title enquiries may need to be repeated on subsequent 

dispositionsI such as a further transfer of the chargeK  

SN qhe iand oegistry has also stated that such a note on the register is 

“considered to actI where necessaryI as a contrary entry for the purpose 

of oule NMN of the iand oegistration oules OMMP”K  qhis oule states thatI 

subject to any entry to the contraryI registered charges are to be taken to 

rank as between themselves in the order in which they are shown on the 

registerK  qhe note would therefore be unacceptable to a chargee as it 

casts doubt on its priority as against other registered chargesK 

SO denerallyI a policy of entering such a note on the land register would be 

a backwards step in terms of electronic conveyancingK qhe fundamental 

aim of the land registration regime is to create an electronic register that 

is a complete and accurate reflection of the state of a registered titleI so 

that it is possible to investigate title to land with the minimum of 

additional enquiries and inspections Eiaw Com OTNFK 

nuestion OKa 

SP te have answered this question in our reply to nuestion OKBK  fn our 

viewI the effect of the proposed changes in relation to conclusive 

evidence would be to reduce certainty and to increase litigationK 

nuestion OKb 

SQ te do not consider that there is any real concern about malicious 

registration in systems that are not notice filing regimesK  cor the last NNM 

yearsI our registration system has enabled the chargee to register a 
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chargeI and we are not aware of any case in which a person has done 

so maliciouslyK  ff problems have arisen in other jurisdictionsI it may well 

be because they have a notice filing system in which it might be easier 

for such malicious registrations to be effected without there actually 

being any charge in existenceK  Be that as it mayI we are not aware of 

any evidence that this is a problem in the rhI or that it is likely to be a 

problemI and we consider that it is quite unnecessary to try to counter a 

problem which does not existK 

SR qhe practical problems involved in only allowing a charge to be 

registered by the chargor are immenseI particularly because the risk of 

nonJregistration is on the chargeeK  ft would alter the whole way in which 

registrations are effectedK  te can see no justification for thatK 

nuestion OKc 

SS vesK  te believe that the requirement to deliver the charge document 

Eeven if in electronic formF does reduce the risk of malicious registrationI 

and we have proposed that registration be effected in this wayK  

nuestion OKd 

ST te consider that the electronic registration of charges would be a very 

great improvement on the current systemI and would significantly reduce 

the costs of registrationK 

SU qhe process would be quicker than under the current regimeK  ft is at 

present quite a timeJconsuming process to complete the form jdMNK  ffI 

insteadI the charge could be registered by it being sent electronically to 

the oegistrar of CompaniesI the process could be effected much more 

quicklyK  And because the process would be quickerI it would also be 

cheaperI both to the oegistrar of Companies in saving the time of public 

employees and also to businesses in saving the chargeable time of law 

firmsK 
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S9 ft would also be more useful for persons searching the register to be 

able to see the whole charge document rather than particulars of itK  fn 

their very natureI particulars do not give the full pictureI and they can be 

misleadingK  ft would certainty save time if the person searching the 

register were able to see the charge document on the fileK 

TM lne of the problems with requiring particulars to be delivered to the 

oegistrar is the concern that they may not accurately reflect the terms of 

the chargeK  qhis is a particular problem in relation to the description of 

the charged assetsK  At presentI this is a problem for the person 

searching the registerK  ff there were to be no conclusive certificate of 

registrationI the problem would then become one for the chargeeK  qhe 

problem can be avoided altogether if the requirement is simply to send 

the charge document itself for registration electronicallyK 

TN qhis proposal would also greatly simplify the requirements for the 

oegistrar of CompaniesK At presentI he has to check the particulars 

against the charge documentK  ff the requirement were to send him the 

charge document electronicallyI all he would need to do would be to 

confirm the date and time of receipt of the charge documentK  crom the 

oegistrar’s point of viewI thereforeI the process would be much simplerK 

TO te do not believe that the registration of the charge document itself 

would create any confidentiality issuesK  fn practiceI charge documents 

are relatively standardI and it is easy to ensure that the confidential 

arrangements between the parties are contained in the underlying 

documentation rather than in the charge document itselfK  All that would 

need to be registered would be the document creating the chargeI not 

the underlying documentsK 

nuestion OKe 

TP te consider that the time limit should continue to be ON daysK  te see 

no particular reason to alter itK  Although the “ON day invisibility period” is 

a theoretical problemI in practice it involves little difficultyI and we do not 
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believe that the reduction of the period of registration by T days will 

achieve a great dealK 

mroposal g 

TQ te do not agree with mroposal gK  qhe risk of nonJregistration is on the 

chargeeI and we think it is imperative that the chargee should be able to 

register the chargeK 

Alternative to mroposal g 

TR te strongly support the alternative to mroposal gK  te think this is a 

practical  proposal  which  will  simplify  the  processI  make  it  cheaper  to  

operateI provide more accuracy for those dealing with the company and 

be simpler to operate by chargees and by the oegistrar of CompaniesK  

te explain why in our answer to nuestion OKdK 

nuestion OKf 

TS vesK  ft should be possible to deliver an electronic mac copy of the 

charging documentK  qhis would be the most practical way of effecting 

registrationI and we do not think that this would result in any significant 

risk of fraudK 

mroposal h 

TT te have no strong views on thisK  fn practiceI if there is a problem with 

late registrationI and the company is not insolventI a new charge is 

created in preference to an application being made to the courtK 

mroposal i 

TU te agree with mroposal iEiFK  te think it is very sensible that the 

chargee can voluntarily file changes relating to the person entitled to the 

chargeK  ft is one of the disadvantages of the current regime thatI if the 

secured loan is transferred to another lenderI it is not possible to record 

that factK  te agree that the chargee should be entitledI but not requiredI 

to do soK 
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T9 te do not agree with mroposal iEiiFK  te can see no need to require the 

chargor to file the addition of a negative pledgeK  te do not think that 

this would serve any useful purposeK 

mroposal M 

UM te fundamentally disagree with mroposal jK  

UN lne of the problems with the current law is that it is possible for the 

directors of a company to remove particulars of a charge from the file 

without the chargee being aware of itK  fn our viewI is it essential that the 

chargee Eor the court on its behalfF should be required to consent to any 

removal of registered particularsK  qhe Cio mroposal isI in our viewI 

much more appropriateK  qhe chargee’s signature should be required in 

all casesI but the chargor should have the right to apply to the court for 

an order if the chargee does not consent andI if the consent was 

unreasonably withheldI to be indemnified for costs and other liabilities by 

the chargeeK 

nuestion PKA 

UO lur firms and our clients use the information about companies’ charges 

held at Companies eouse in a wide variety of commercial transactionsI 

both financial and corporateK  qhe information is useful to the company’s 

customersI suppliersI lendersI bondholders and even auditorsK  lur 

experience of what is available leads us to believe that it is an extremely 

useful resource for persons dealing with companies to have this 

informationK 

nuestion PKB 

UP lur firms tend to obtain information about company charges onJline 

through the subscription serviceK 

mroposal N 
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UQ te agree that mroposal k is a more sensible process than the current 

oneK 

nuestions PKC and PKa 

UR te are not aware of cases in which persons dealing with the company 

have inspected the company’s own registerK  te do not consider that 

there would be any adverse consequences of abolishing the requirement 

for a company to keep a register of its chargesI especially as it is 

proposed to have a public register of all the charges created by a 

company Esave for very limited exceptionsFK  ft is obviously good 

housekeeping for it to do soI and there may be accounting reasons why 

such information may be requiredI but we can see no reason for there to 

be a separate legal requirement for it to do soK  fn any eventI to the 

extent charges are not filedI a company still has incentives to provide full 

information on its charges to financiers and purchasers who make 

enquiriesK 

mroposal l 

US cor the reasons given in our answer to nuestions PKC and PKaI we agree 

that the requirement for a company to maintain a register of all the 

charges it has created should be abolishedK 

mroposal m 

UT te do not agree with mroposal mK 

mroposal n 

UU te agree that it would be sensible to extend the registration requirement 

to all rh companiesI so long as they have a registered number at 

Companies eouseK  qhe current registration system for bodies such as 

industrial and provident societies and friendly societies is flawedK   

nuestion QKA 
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U9 qhe current arrangements concerning the registration of charges created 

by overseas companies are a very great improvement on the previous 

positionK  But there are still practical problemsK   

9M qhe main argument in favour of continuing to require the registration of 

charges created by registered overseas companies is that it gives 

creditors dealing with the rh branch of an overseas company the same 

level of information about charges over that company’s rh assets as 

they are entitled to have from a company incorporated in the rhK   

9N Against that is the practical concern that a transaction carried out outside 

the rh may involve the creation of security over rh assets butI because 

lawyers in the rh are not involved in the transactionI it may not be 

apparent to the parties that registration is requiredK  And in a crossJ

border transactionI a requirement of domestic rh law that the charge is 

void if it is not registered is very likely to conflict with the laws whichI 

under conflict of laws rulesI establish the validity of the charge and its 

effectiveness in an insolvencyK 

9O fn additionI a person dealing with a company knows where it is 

incorporated and can conduct such searches as it requires in the place 

of incorporationK  ff its place of incorporation does not have a system for 

registration of chargesI it will need to conduct its searches in a different 

wayI but it is difficult to justify the rh legislating for perceived 

imperfections in the registration requirements of other jurisdictionsK   

9P fn the resultI the majority of our Committee consider that overseas 

companies should no longer have to register charges that they create 

even if they have a registered rh establishmentK  qhe remaining 

members of the Committee believe that abolition of the requirement 

would require wider consultationK   

nuestion QKB 

9Q ff charges created by overseas companies do continue to be registrableI 

we would restrict the requirement toW 
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· tangible assets situated in the rh at the time the charge is created; 

and 

· assets which are entered on asset registries in the rh at the time 

the charge is createdK 

9R qhe problem with establishing where an intangible asset is situated is 

manifestK  qhere have been many attempts to define itI all of which have 

failedKT  qhe only practical conclusion we can draw from that is that 

intangible assets should be removed from the registration requirement 

altogetherK 

nuestion QKC 

9S ff charges created by overseas companies are to continue to be 

registrableI we would remove the sanction of invalidityI on the basis that 

it is only likely to create conflict of law problems in its applicationK 

nuestion QKa 

9T te have answered this question in our answer to nuestion QKAK 

mroposal o 

9U vesK  te consider that iims should continue to be subject to the same 

rules relating to registration of charges as apply to rh companiesK 

nuestion RKA 

99 te think it is very important that those inspecting a company’s record at 

Companies eouse should be able to discover whether it has granted any 

registrable chargesK  lur reasons for this view are discussed aboveK 

nuestion RKB 

NMM te believe that it is important that a person searching for charges 

against a company should be able to do so in one place J at Companies 

                                            
T pee the letter dated S jay OMM9 addressed by iord toolfI Chairman of the cinancial jarkets iaw CommitteeI to 
js Anne pcrope of the aepartment for Business bnterprise C oegulatory oeform Eappearing on the cjiC websiteFK 
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eouseK  ff this requires the chargee to register certain charges twiceI 

then so be itK  rnless and until it is possible for a charge created at an 

asset registry automatically to be available for searching at Companies 

eouseI we believe that the importance of easy searching outweighs the 

Erelatively minorF disadvantage of a chargee sometimes having to 

register a charge in an asset registry as well as at Companies eouseK 

nuestion RKC 

NMN te consider that it would be confusing to have two time limits for 

registration at Companies eouse and that the disadvantages would 

outweigh any potential benefitsK   As you noteI very few legal charges 

requiring registration at the iand oegistry and at Companies eouse are 

over land aloneK  As a minimum they may charge land and also plantI 

machinery and equipment on it and any income provided by the landK 

tould such a charge fall within the longer registration period?  

NMO fn our viewI the preferred option is option CI but with improved and 

streamlined registration proceduresK cor example Companies eouse 

could issue a conclusive certificate in electronic form and this could then 

be included in the application to the iand oegistryK A similar procedure 

already exists for acknowledgements from ejoC that an paiq return 

has been submitted in relation to a transactionK qhe acknowledgement is 

issued by ejoC electronically and accepted by the iand oegistry when 

the transaction is submitted for registration 

nuestion RKa 

NMP cor the reasons stated in our answer to nuestion RKBI we agree that 

charges over land in bngland and tales should continue to be 

registered at Companies eouseK 

nuestions SKA to SKb 

NMQ te do not have any specific information on the cost of registering 

charges under the current regimeI but we do spend a very great deal of 
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our time registering company charges andI in our viewI the current 

procedure for registration is more expensive than it needs to beK  qhe 

one thing which would reduce the cost of the procedure significantly 

Eboth for the parties and for the oegistrarF is for the chargee to be able to 

register the charge document itself electronically instead of having to 

produce particulars of the chargeK  

Q gune OMNM 
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ANNburob 

 

qhe City of iondon iaw pociety E“Ciip”F represents approximately NOIMMM 

City lawyersI through individual and corporate membershipI including some of 

the largest international law firms in the worldK  qhese law firms advise a 

variety of clients from multinational companies and financial institutions to 

dovernment departmentsI often in relation to complexI multiJjurisdictional 

legal issuesK 

qhe Ciip responds to dovernment consultations on issues of importance to 

its members through its NT specialist CommitteesK  A working party of the 

Ciip’s cinancial iaw CommitteeI made up of solicitors who are experts in 

their fieldI have prepared the comments contained in this responseK 

qhe members of the torking marty areW 

oichard Calnan J korton oose iim Echairman of the working partyF 

aavid breira J iinklaters iim 

jark bvans J qravers pmith iim 

hate dibbons J Clifford Chance iim 

aorothy iivingston J eerbert pmith iim 

gohn kaccarato J Cjp Cameron jchenna iim 

Alan kewton J creshfields Bruckhaus aeringer iim 

oobin marsons J pidley Austin iim 

jatthew qobin J plaughter and jay 

deoffrey veowart J iovells iim 
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